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Detect. Alert. Act. 
Advanced Threat Analytics combines industry leading threat detection with advanced 

threat intelligence to enable your team to act on critical threats with surgical precision.

We Stop Cyber Attacks

From nation state funded attacks targeting  
intellectual property and data exfiltration to  
financially motivated attacks targeting protected 
health information and financial account  
information, the frequency and sophistication of  
attacks is escalating.  Case-in-point, ransomware  
became a billion-dollar industry fueled by ransom  
payments that emboldening cyber criminals into a  
cyber feeding frenzy.

Revolutionary Machine Learning Analytics Powers 
the Industry’s Most Effective Cybersecurity 

Advanced Threat Analytics stops cyber 
attacks by combining an advanced 
threat intelligence engine with machine 
learning next-gen endpoint protection to  

dramatically increase efficacy and protect your  
enterprise from known and unkown threats.
Leveraging the power of industry leading 
persistent endpoint monitoring and 
next generation antivirus protection, 
Advanced Threat Analytics stops cyber  
attacks by detecting and eliminating threats 
before they can do harm. At the same time, 
your security team gains unprecidented insight 
into  the real threats and what needs to be 
acted-on. The strength of Advanced Threat 
Analytics threat intelligence engine is the  
continuous improvement fueled by insight 
captured from millions of events.

“Our network security team was 
overwhelmed with the amount of 
alerts that would number in the  
thousands per day.  By leveraging 
Advanced Threat Analytics, we have 
brought down the number of true 
security incidents that we need to in-
vestigate into the single digits.   
–  Worldwide Retail Organization



Improve the Efficacy of Next Generation  
Cyber Security with Advanced Analytics 

Traditional antivirus is easily bypassed by cyber 
criminals that simply obfuscate the malicious code 
to avoid detection by signature and heuristic based 
cybersecurity. Next generation antivirus and 
endpoint protection is a step in the right direction by  
analyzing malware binaries,  utilizing 
machine learning algorithms and predicting 
and stopping a file when it is malicious.    
 
However, next generation cybersecurity alone is 
not enough. Advanced Threat Analytics makes next  
generation cybersecurity solutions more 
intelligent and by compiling threat data and 
automating threat classification. 

Addressing Real Threats with Surgical Precision  
by Eliminating False Positives

Advanced Threat Analytics is a force multiplier 
for enterprise security teams by leveraging 
automated threat intelligence that dramatically 
reduces millions of alerts to those that require 
immediate investigation.  Advanced Threat 
Analytics eliminates false positives with 
intelligence from hundreds of thousands of 
endpoints.

The cloud-based Advanced Threat Analytics 
Alert Classification Engine provides continuously  
improving threat intelligence which helps 
eliminate the cyber talent gap by equipping cyber 
security teams with insight into only those threats 
that need to be acted on.  

Experience the Power of Cloud-Based Advanced Threat Detection

 
“There are solutions that promise to save us time and money and never deliver on those promises.  
Advanced Threat Analytics actually delivers on those promises.  We start our day in their dash-
board and can immediately see what we need to investigate vs manually trying to determine which 
alerts we need to act on.”  – Leading Healthcare Facility
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